RFID for Quick
Service Restaurants
The Proven Solution for Automated
Inventory and Quality Control

In the food service industry, ultra-tight profit margins mean there’s no room for error when it comes to inventory and quality
control. But manual and time-consuming processes often lead to costly inventory errors and wasted products. At Mojix, we help
restaurants automate their inventory, ensure accuracy, and eliminate waste with the power of RFID technology.

Real-Time Inventory Tracking

How It Works

Mojix software, combined with Zebra RFID solutions, enables
automatic, remote inventory tracking with real-time insights
and accuracy.

Radio frequency identification (RFID) uses labels and tags
equipped with unique IDs and wireless transmitters to identify,
locate, and track items automatically and remotely. Either a
handheld RFID reader runs the software, reads items, and enables real-time updates, or you can install a fixed RFID system
that automatically tracks items as they move past the reader.

•
•
•
•
•

Digitize and automate your food supply chain
Collect, store, and analyze item-level data remotely
Track and view accurate inventory in real time
Connect your people, products, and places
Get end-to-end intelligence to improve your operations

•
•
•
•

Replace manual inventory processes or spreadsheets
Avoid barcode scanning or lining up scanners and barcodes
Locate, identify, and track items remotely via wireless technology
Track inventory with a handheld device or as it moves past fixed
readers

Components of a Typical RFID System

RFID Printers
On-demand printing
of RFID labels and
tags as well as barcode
and product label

RFID Labels
and Tags
Easy-to-read and
durable labels and tags
for item-level identification and tracking

RFIDReaders
Mobile handheld
RFID readers for
access to RFID reading,
business apps, and
communications

Fixed RFID Readers
and Antennas

Mojix RFID
Software

Readers and antennas
placed over doorways
or in strategic locations
for automated tracking

Enterprise RFID
application, web-based
dashboards, and
operational reports

Why RFID and Why Now?
Over the past few years, RFID (radio
frequency identification) has quickly
evolved to become a cost-effective and
highly efficient technology for reinventing
supply chains and automating inventory
and quality control. The automation
and visibility that RFID enables has
become invaluable to leading brands
and organizations across an array of
industries—from retailers and heavy
industry to restaurants and food service.

ABOUT MOJIX

ABOUT ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES

Mojix provides enterprise solutions for automating and
digitizing operations and supply chains, and we’ve
helped global brands such as IBM, Microsoft, and
Fujitsu put the power of RFID to work in their business.
Now we’re at the forefront of RFID in the food service
industry, helping customers optimize business performance, improve inventory and quality controls, and
enhance the customer experience.

As the globally recognized leader in automatic identification and data capture solutions, Zebra delivers the
hardware and infrastructure to power the latest RFID
innovations in virtually every industry. From RFID and
barcoding to printing and mobile computing technologies, Zebra has been a trusted pioneer in data capture,
offering a world-class portfolio of proven, high-quality,
and cost-effective solutions.

Learn More About Automated Inventory and Quality Control
Contact Mojix to schedule a free demonstration.
www.mojix.com | 1-877-886-6549 | info@mojix.com
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